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A longstanding puzzle

◦ Why is it that the phonology treats func3on words and lexical words 
differently?
◦ stress
◦ faithfulness to segmental material
◦ cliEc-opEon vs always free-standing

◦ I like [him] vs I like[m̩]
◦ I like ham vs *I like[m̩]



The status 
quo

◦ Distinctions between lexical and 
functional words is a distinction in 
computation.
◦ Words are marked as either functional or 

lexical
◦ The phonological grammar is sensitive to 

this marked distinction
◦ Rules/Constraints/Prosodic Hierarchy 

specifications
◦ Ex. Lexical words but not functional words 

project prosodic structure (MATCH/WRAP 
constraints in Selkirk 1996, 2011; 
Truckenbrodt 2007; Ito & Mester 2018)

◦ An example:
Lexical Category Condition (Truckenbrodt 
1999: 224): Constraints relating syntactic and 
prosodic categories apply to lexical syntactic 
elements and their projections, but not to 
functional elements and their projections, or 
to empty syntactic elements and their 
projections.

◦ For many other examples see Tyler (2019)

https://www.glossa-journal.org/article/10.5334/gjgl.631/?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Glossa%253A_a_journal_of_general_linguistics_TrendMD_1


Problems 
with the 

status quo

◦ This type of analysis presumes that:
◦ There is a binary distinction functional/lexical 

that is operative in the (morpho)phonology. 

◦ This is problematic.
◦ There is no clear boundary between lexical 

and functional material or distribution in the 
morphosyntax. 

◦ Function words (like many items dubbed 
lexical words) are often demonstrably not X0s, 
but are rather XPs (Cardinaletti & Starke 1999, 
Kayne 2010, Leu 2014). 
◦ This fatally undermines theories like MATCH and 

WRAP which propose that the weakness of 
function words derives from a sensitivity at the 
phono-syntactic interface to the distinction 
between lexical and functional X0s.

◦ This analysis is necessarily anti-modular.
◦ This analysis leaves open why the phonology 

is not similarly sensitive to other 
morphosyntaxtic distinctions (CP vs IP, Plural 
vs Singular etc.)

◦ This analysis is also confronted with the 
problem of why function words do not 
behave uniformly within a single language 
(Tyler 2019)



The new 
school: The 

relevant 
dis2nc2ons 
are lexical.

◦ Tyler (2019) proposes that weak functional 
items are lexicalized with prosodic 
subcategorization frames (see also Inkelas
and Zec 1993).
◦ MATCHWORD applies to both lexical and 

functional categories (See Elfner 2012 for the 
same proposal wrt MATCHPHRASE).

◦ Function words a lexcially specified with 
subcategorization frames.

◦ The tension between MATCHWORD and 
faithfulness to SUBCAT

◦ Avoids the problems of the status quo 
account.
◦ But comes with its own problems: 



But the new 
school 

comes with 
its own 

problems

◦ Weak funcEon words may cliEcize to the le[ or 
right depending on their morphosyntacEc 
environment (e.g. cliEc pronouns in French 
(Prends-le ‘Take it’ vs. Tu le-prends ‘You take 
it’).
◦ Clearly, the prosodic weakness of many 

cliEcs emerges regardless of their linear 
posiEon.

◦ FuncEon words (like many items dubbed 
lexical words) are o[en demonstrably not X0s, 
but are rather XPs (Cardinale` & Starke 1999, 
Kayne 2010, Leu 2014). 
◦ It is hard to countenance how mulE-

morphemic XPs can be treated as 
lexicalized with a subcategorizaEon frame.

◦ FuncEonal items are variably pronounced as 
full or weak. 
◦ A subcategorizaEon frame account of this 

type appeals to constraint rankings to 
explain variability in adherence to SubCat, 
but this misses the link between full vs 
reduced pronunciaEons and syntacEc 
structure (and semanEc interpretaEon) 
variaEon.



The new school 
2.0:

Functional 
items are 
lexically 

underspecified.

◦ Weak/strong alternations are fully 
phonological and do not need to appeal to 
subcategorization frames

◦ Morphemes in the lexicon may be 
underspecified for the syllable structure 
needed to pronounce their segmental 
items.

◦ The insertion of CV-space that is the 
exponent of grammatical information 
explains certain phonological alternations.



Advantages of lexical 
underspecification

SubCat
specifications 
again target 
functional/affixal 
elements 
specifically.

Underspecification of 
syllabic structure is also 
used to explain variation 
at the edges of so-
called lexical items (ex. 
liaison). Variable 
pronunciation is 
lexicalized as floating 
melody across-the-
board.

No special 
machinery is 
appealed to. 
Function words 
display standard 
phonological 
behaviour.

No subcategorization 
frames are needed, not 
prosodic hierarchy is 
appealed to, no Match 
Constraints are 
necessary.

This analysis links 
variation in 
function word 
pronunciation to 
syntactic variation 
in a fully modular 
way.
Syntactic variation 
makes predictions at PF 
and at LF, and so is 
often independently 
testable.

Addition of syllabic 
space to host 
floating material is 
independently 
motivated.

Analyses of stress and 
#TR patterns give us all 
the tools we need to 
explain full vs. reduced 
function word variation.



SOME NECESSARY 
THEORETICAL 
MACHINERY



Origin of the extra syllabic space
Chunk definition in phonology

• How are phonologically relevant stretches of the linear string defined? They 
determine the domain to which phonological rules apply.

• Traditionally, there are two chunk-defining mechanisms
• Derivational: cycles

• within the word (Lexical Phonology)
• Representational: hash marks (#, +), later the Prosodic Hierarchy (ω, φ, 

etc.)
• at and above the word (Prosodic Phonology)



Origin of the extra syllabic space
• The Prosodic Hierarchy has to go

• In minimalist times, chunk definition is derivational both at and above
the word level: phase theory

• Therefore the Prosodic Hierarchy is redundant

• Phase theory needs to be adapted
• to the more fine-grained and variable evidence coming from phonology
• phases = chunks of relevant linguistic operations
• are co-constructed by interleaved evidence from morpho-syntax and 

phonology
• at last, intermodular argumentation (Scheer 2009) can exist: here is an 

argument from phonology that may change your syntactic analysis (and 
vice-versa)



Origin of the extra syllabic space
• Two instruments by which phase theory bears on phonology

Upon spell-out of a given phase head (i.e. every time the corresponding
spell-out domain is transferred to PF)
• the phase may or may be associated with a PIC
• the phase may or may not be headed by extra syllabic space (presence of 

en empty CV unit at its left edge) 

• These markers
• co-occur freely: a given phase may have one but not the other, or both, 

or none.
• specific to given phase heads: a given phase head will always either be

associated or not be associated to a PIC and/or a phase-iniVal CV.
• language-specific: a given phase in some language may be associated to 

a PIC, but not in another

Lowenstamm (1999), Scheer (2011: §823, 2012: §307), D'Alessandro & Scheer (2013, 
2015)



Origin of the extra syllabic space
(1) language A language B

a. phase heads α and δ are 
marked with an initial CV

a. phase heads α and γ are 
marked with an initial CV

b. phase heads β and γ are 
not

b. phase heads β and δ are not

δ → PF [CV+δ] δ → PF

γ → PF γ → PF [CV+γ]

β → PF β → PF

α → PF [CV+α] α → PF [CV+α]

what reaches phonology

CV + δ + γ + β + CV + α

what reaches phonology

δ + CV + γ + β + CV + α



ENGLISH
1. PRONOUNS



• Following Postal (1996), Abney (1987) and Ritter (1995), among others, pronouns
have no NP projection. They are composed of DP functional structure. “pronouns are
analyzed as noun phrases that consist entirely of functional categories.” (Ritter
1995:421-422). See also Wyngaerd (2018).

• Pronouns are known to show suppletion for both case and number cross-linguistically
(and non-locally) (Smith et al 2019). Radical pro-drop has been argued to be KP
suppletion (Neeleman & Szendrői 2007).
o Suppletion argues for all of the morphemes involved in the spell-out of the

pronoun being in a single phase.
o Weerman and Evers-Vermeul (2002) “spell-out rules for pronouns may target

nonterminal nodes, as well as terminals” Personal pronouns (here with specific
reference to Dutch) are the spell-out of the non-terminal node KP.

o Note that pronominal morphology is not always suppletive. We only consider
here alternations that are (arguably) strictly phonological.

What do we assume about the morpho-syntax of pronouns?



• Nominative pronouns : *unreduced : I, we, he , she, they, (you).
• Accusative pronouns : unreduced or reduced: me vs us, you, him, her, them 

Why does this distinction hold? 

• Nominative pronouns are *sentence initial. They are always phasal and are 
never interpreted in the same phase as a lexical item. We will not talk about 
them further here.
• *Examples like Does he know? [dʌzi no] are not considered here. It is 

well known in the literature that pronominal subjects sometimes behave 
as though they are phonologically small (ex. Nespor & Vogel 1986)

And the accusative pronouns?

The data



• Clitic pronouns are morphologically and phonologically smaller than full pronouns
(sometimes overtly) (Selkirk 1996 also postulated this to be the case).
o We will assume here that they raise in the syntax to conjoin to a functional

position (Uriagereka 1995). Full pronouns are phrasal, weak pronouns are heads.
This is all subject to much debate, in addition to the discussion of whether clitic
placement is syntactic or phonological. We assume here that it is syntactic. The
specific phonological predictions of each different proposal remain to be worked
out.

Clitic pronouns



Reduced vs full pronouns

Accusative pronouns are complements. Their size affects their syntactic position.
See Cardinaletti & Starke (1994), Urigereka (1995), among others. 

anaphoric



• How does this impact pronominal reduction?

• Underspecification governs lexicalization (Kiparsky 1982a, b; Archangeli, 1988’s radical
underspecification; Steriade 1995; Lahiri & Reetz 2002’s Featurally Underspecified
Lexicon.)

• Functional items are more likely to be underspecified than roots. This is probably an
effect of distribution. Functional items are rarely pronounced alone.
o So, we will assume that the lexical representation of a morpheme will only

contain CV structure that is unpredictable from its output forms.

What do we assume about the lexical representations of functional
items?

C V

|

h ɪ m /hɪm/

C V C V

| | |

h æ m /hæm/



How does all of this impact pronominal reduction?

First, a full form: 

YP is sent to PF: 

(1)Lexical insertion:
(2)Insertion of phase-initial CV:
• linking occurs
(3)CVCV(foot-sized) phonological 
structures are stressed. Stress is the 
insertion of a CV (here to the left). 
• linking occurs

C V C V C V

| | |

h ɪ m /hɪm/



How does all of this impact pronominal reduction?

C V C V C V

| | |

h ɪ m /hɪm/

• [h] is a geminate in English (following Davis 1999, Ségéral & Scheer 2008)
• English vowels are full when stressed. 

• They must govern the preceding stress-CV, and therefore must link 
to the CV-tier. 



How does all of this impact pronominal reduction?

Now, a reduced form: 

vP1 is sent to PF: 

(1)Lexical insertion, 
(2)Insertion of phase-initial CV
(3)CVCV(foot-sized) phonological structures are stressed. Stress is the insertion of a CV
(here to the left of the stressed vowel). 
(4)Deletion of extraneous (unlinked) VC-sequences (Gussmann & Kaye 1993)

C V C V C V C V

| | |

l ʌɪ k /lʌɪk/



How does all of this impact pronominal reduction?

Now, a reduced form: 

vP2 is sent to PF: 

(1)Lexical insertion 
(2)Insertion of phase-initial CV is irrelevant as him is not at a left edge.
(3)CVCV(foot-sized) phonological structures are stressed. No new stress-CV is  inserted.
(4)The V of him does not govern a preceding V and remains unlinked. /m/ links to govern 
the preceding V (or the empty V is pronounced as schwa)
• Note that the initial floating C of the pronoun is unlinked, predicting the 

non-pronunciation of the floating initial Cs of them and her.

C V C V C V C V

| | | |

l ʌɪ k h ɪ m /lʌɪkm̩/



What about you? A note on phases and government

• In the case of you /ju/ the initial C is underlyingly linked, as it is 
always pronounced. It comes with an extra empty CV to which the V links 
when full [juw].

• Note that the unlinked vowel of reduced-you does not govern into the 
previous phase. FENs are parametrically licensed. Once they gain FEN
status they will not require government. The FEN of you governs the 
preceding empty V, which is pronounced [ə].

C V C V C V C V C V

| | | |

l ʌ
ɪ

k j u /lʌɪkjə/



• The underlying forms of pronouns that reduce are underspecified:
• Segments are unlinked to CV structure

• This insertion of independently-motivated Left-Edge CVs and Stress CVs force 
the linking of melody to the CV tier in the full forms.

• The lack of pertinent empty CVs in the environment of reducing pronouns 
accounts for their ‘weaker’ phonological forms.

Conclusions: English Pronouns



BOSNIAN
CROATIAN
SERBIAN

(BCS)

1. PRONOUNS



PERSONAL PRONOUNS

Full form Clitic
form

Full form Clitic
form

Full form Clitic
form

Person
Number

Gender Nomi-
native

Accusative Genitive Dative Instru-
mental

Locative Vocative

1sg ja mene me mene me meni mi mnom(e) meni -

2sg ti tebe te tebe te tebi ti tobom tebi -

3sg m on njega ga / nj njega ga njemu mu njim(e) njemu -

n ono njega ga / nj njega ga njemu mu njim(e) njemu -

f ona nju ju / je nje je njoj joj njom(e) njoj -

1pl mi naas nas naas nas nama nam nama nama -

2pl vi vaas vas vaas vas vama vam vama vama -

3pl m oni njih ih njih ih njima im njima njima -

n ona njih ih njih ih njima im njima njima -

f one njih ih njih ih njima im njima njima -



Prerequisites

§ Short form used with a preposition

§ Long form usually used without a preposition

§ Stress can be anywhere except on the last syllabe (but there are rare exceptions)



Clitic clusters and positioning

§ Clitics must cluster together

§ Order starting in second position (Wackernagel) : 
§ Li (interrogative particle)
§ Verbal enclitics (auxiliaries) (exception « je ») 
§ Pronominal enclitics (personal pronouns)                                                                          

(Dative > Genitive or Accusative)
§ Reflexive pronoun « se » 
§ Verbal enclitic « je » (« biti » (« to be ») 3sg present) (usually omitted when preceded by « se »)



§ The pattern in our morphological analysis

Case & Gender

Number

Person [[[person] number] case/gen]



PERSONAL PRONOUNS
3RD PERSON

PERSONAL PRONOUNS

Full 
form

Clitic
form

Full 
form

Clitic
form

Full 
form

Clitic
form

Person
Number

Gender Accusative Genitive Dative Locative Instru-
mental

3sg m njega ga njega ga njemu mu njemu njim(e)

n njega ga njega ga njemu mu njemu njim(e)

f nju ju / je nje je njoj joj njoj njom(e)

3pl m njih ih njih ih njima im njima njima

n njih ih njih ih njima im njima njima

f njih ih njih ih njima im njima njima

MORPHEMES

nj 3

e sg

i pl / sg.INS

u sg.f.ACC

Ø sg.f.GEN

ga sg.m/n.ACC/GEN

h pl.ACC/GEN

me sg.INS

ma pl.DAT/LOC/INS

mu sg.DAT/LOC

oj sg.f.DAT/LOC

o sg.f.INS



PERSONAL PRONOUNS
1ST & 2ND PERSON

PERSONAL PRONOUNS

Full form Clitic
form

Full form Clitic
form

Full form Clitic
form

Person
Number

Accusative Genitive Dative Locative Instru-
mental

1sg mene me mene me meni mi meni mnom(e)

2sg tebe te tebe te tebi ti tebi tobom

1pl naas nas naas nas nama nam nama nama

2pl vaas vas vaas vas vama vam vama vama

MORPHEMES

m 1sg

t 2sg

n 1pl

v 2pl

e sg.ACC/GEN

i sg.DAT/LOC

s pl.ACC/GEN

me sg.INS

ma pl.DAT/LOC/INS

e sg

a pl

o sg.INS

o 2sg.INS



MORPHEMES
AND 

THEIR CV 
SPACES

3RD PERSON

MORPHEMES

nj 3 CV
|
h

pl.ACC/GEN

e sg CV
|
me

sg.INS

CV
|
i

pl / sg.Instrumental CV
|
ma

pl.DAT/LOC/INS

CV
|
u

sg.f.ACC CV
||
mu

sg.DAT/LOC

CV

Ø

sg.f.GEN CVCV
||
oj

sg.f.DAT/LOC

CV
||
ga

sg.m/n.ACC/GEN CV
|
o

sg.f.INS



MORPHEMES
AND 

THEIR CV 
SPACES

1ST AND 2ND
PERSON

MORPHEMES

m 1sg t 2sg

n 1pl v 2pl

e sg CV
|
me

sg.INS

CV
|
a

pl CV
|
ma

pl.DAT/LOC/INS

CV
|
e

sg.ACC/GEN CV
|
o

sg.INS

CV
|
i

sg.DAT/LOC CV
|
o

2sg.INS

CV
|
s

pl.ACC/GEN



3RD PERSON SINGULAR
MASCULINE & NEUTER : ACCUSATIVE & GENITIVE

C V C V C V

| | | | |

n j e g a

tone & stress

C V C V C V C V C V C V C V

| | | | | | |

s t r á h n j e g a

Ne bòjim se njega već nje. “It’s not him I fear, but her.” (Alexander 2006: 125) 
not fear  refl. him   but her. 

Strah ga je guštera. “He’s afraid of lizards.” (Alexander 2006: 305) 
afraid him is lizards

MORPHEMES

nj 3

e sg

CV
||
ga

sg.m/n.        
ACC/ GEN

CV : Phase
CV : Stress

Full forms
§ own cycle

Clitic forms
§ cycle of the host



1ST PERSON PLURAL
DATIVE, LOCATIVE & INSTRUMENTAL

gvt gvt

| |

C V C V C V C V

| | | |

n a m a

stress tone

gvt gvt

| |

C V C V C V C V C V

| | | | | |

d a j n a m a

stress

The final vowel only links when it is required to govern a preceding empty vocalic position
MORPHEMES

n 1pl

CV
|
a

pl

CV
|
ma

pl.DAT/LOC/
INS

Only
dative has 
this clitic

form

‘Give me’



Comparison with Zec (2005)

a. ga pronoun, 3sg, masc, acc

[[ ]PW __ ]PW 

b. njega pronoun, 3sg, masc, acc

Advantages of our analysis
§ contains information on the underlying forms
of each morpheme in the pronoun, and not a
particular prosodic template that forces
cliticization

§ explains the ‘non-left side’ alternations

C V C V C V

| | | | |

n j e g a

tone & 
stress

C V

| |

n j e g a

MORPHEMES

nj 3

e sg

CV
||
ga

sg.m/n.        
ACC/ GEN

Pronouns as distinct allomorphs :



2ND PERSON PLURAL
ACCUSATIVE & GENITIVE

C V C V

| | |

v a s

C V C V C V C V

| | |

v a s

tone & 
stress

MORPHEMES

v 2pl

CV
|
a

pl

CV
|
s

pl.ACC/GEN

CV : Phase
CV : Stress



2ND PERSON SINGULAR

C V

| |

t e e

C V C V C V

| | | |

t e b e

stress tone

C V

| |

t e i

C V C V C V

| | | |

t e b i

stress tone

The extension appears in a second cycle, intervocalically.

MORPHEMES

t 2sg

e sg

b « extension »

CV
|
e

sg.ACC/GEN

CV
|
i

sg.DAT/LOC

CV : Phase
CV : Stress

Accusative & Genitive Dative & Locative
Clitic form only in Dative



3RD PERSON PLURAL
ACCUSATIVE & GENITIVE

gvt

|

C V C V

| |

n j i h

gvt

|

C V C V C V C V

| | | |

n j i h

tone &
stress

MORPHEMES

nj 3

CV
|
i

pl / sg.INS

CV
|
h

pl.ACC/GEN

Why not 
‘jih’?

CV : Phase
CV : Stress



NJ 
two segments 3RD PERSON SINGULAR

FEMININE : DATIVE & LOCATIVE

C V C V

| | |

n j o j

C V C V C V C V

| | | |

n j o j

tone & 
stress

MORPHEMES

nj 3

CVCV
||
oj

sg.f.DAT/ 
LOC

Only
dative has 
this clitic

form

CV : Phase
CV : Stress



SUMMARY
OF THE 

PROPOSALS

§ The stress CV is right after the stressed
vowel.

§ Prepositions and pronouns are part
together of a single stress and tone domain.
§ The tone falls on the last pronounced vowel and the

stress on the penultimate pronounced vowel of the
domain. The stress CV is thus between the
preposition and the pronoun when stress is on the
last vowel of the preposition. A single phase CV is
present before the preposition.



SUMMARY
OF THE 

PROPOSALS

§ Alternation of the right side.
§ Floating vowels are linked to a CV space only if

they must govern an empty position.

§ The short form of the instrumental is in
reality a clitic form.

§ BUT its syntactic behaviour needs to be verified
and compared with the syntactic behaviour of the
other clitic forms.

§ The morpheme « i » governs the
consonsonant directly on its left if there is
no vowel that needs its government.



• New language family supporting the previously proposed framework
accounting for function word reduction

• This proposed framework is better than the Prosodic Hierarchy alternative
because it gives an explanation to the alternation of the right side and at the
middle of the word

• Morphemes are lexically specified for CV spaces and thus have a predictable
behaviour

Conclusions: BCS Pronouns



Questions we still have
§ Is "mu" a single or two morphemes? Should we separate the different vowels from "m" in "ma", "me", etc? If

yes, is there evidence for the separation elsewhere in BCS?

§ Do we determine the position of the stress according to the position of the tone or is it the other way around?

§ Is there a difference in register or in meaning between the full and the clitic forms? How do speakers decide
which form to use?

§ Is there a stress in clitic clusters? (Because usually clitic forms are not stressed) If there is one, where is it? How
does it work?

§ What is the meaning of the first "o" in "tobom"?



Cross-linguistic musings

All pronominal reduction is centered on the 
Left-edge (first CV)

◦ English

◦ Him/im

◦ Would/’d

◦ Swedish

◦ denàren (unstressed infrml) ‘it’

◦ vs 

◦ dénna/*renna ‘this one’

◦ Hebrew

◦ otanu/tanu

◦ French

◦ le/la/l’

◦ elle/la

◦ tu/te

◦ Italian

◦ aloro/loro

◦ German

◦ ihn/n

◦ dem/m

o Tamil 
o a. n(aan)/en ‘1st person 

(nominaEve)/1st person 
(elsewhere)’

o b. n(ii)/on ‘2nd 
person(nominaEve)/2nd 
person (elsewhere)’

o HaiFan
o mwẽ/m

o BCS
o mene/me
o njega/ga
o njemu/mu
o etc. to be continued...



Conclusions

Recall: Analyses of function 
word phonology that appeal to 
the prosodic hierarchy, Match 
constraints, or subcategorization 
frames are:

(1) More machinery than is 
necessary. 
(2) Non-modular.
(3) Do not account for the 
phrasal size of function words.

The correct analysis of function 
word phonology will:

Take into consideration the 
lexicalization patterns available 
via autosegmental phonologies.
Be modular.
Align with the current syntactic 
analyses of functional structure.
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